
Remote Learning for Reception 

Task 1 Number scavenger hunt 

We are learning to count accurately and match numbers 

to amounts. Practice counting amounts up to 5 then 10. 

Send your child off to hunt for ‘five pink things’ or ‘eight 

cuddly toys’. If you have card, make number cards for 1-

10. Can they match the objects to the correct number? 

Task 2 phonics I spy 

We are learning to hear and say initial sounds (phonemes) for words. For    

example the first phoneme in cat is ‘c’. Can you play I Spy? Can you find 

something beginning with ‘s’? How many things can you think of that begin 

with ‘s’?  

Task 3 Mark making patterns 

We are learning to make marks and patterns. Some of us are learning to write our 

name and other letters of the alphabet. Begin with making  

circles, horizontal and vertical lines, crosses and curves. Then 

practice letters in your name.  You can use pens, pencils, paint 

brushes (with water outside for less mess!), crayons, what ever 

you decide. 

Task 4 Playing a game with dotty dice 

We are learning to recognise the faces of a dice without counting the 

dots (subitising). Play a game using dice, taking turns. Do you have to 

count the dots each time or have your learnt what number they   

represent? Taking turns will also help when we share resources in class. There is a dice 

template included in the front of your Unexpected Learning Adventure book. 

Task 5 Get active! 

We are learning to roll, throw and catch a ball. Begin by rolling the ball in the 

correct direction, then throwing a short distance with a larger ball. Take a step 

back and throw and catch over larger distances when you are confident.  

Task 6 Get creative 

We are learning about the seasons. Can you look for signs of 

autumn? Can you collect autumn things and make a picture?   


